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Lower Mississippi River, Louisiana
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A message from our leadership team
After completing one of our most successful years ever in 2019, at the beginning of 2020 we were poised for another
banner year. Unfortunately, the pandemic has required us to adapt our operating model to pilot-only flights on behalf of
partner organizations. So far, this model has aided in our partners’ legal work, surveillance of environmental actions and
issues, and media exposure. Our program staff are continuing to reach out to reinforce the flight partnerships we’ve
built and the relationships with the committed volunteer pilots who make our work possible. When the conditions are
right, we’re ready to pick up right where we left off.
Real life experiences simply cannot be replaced, as so many of us have learned as we attempt to live via
videoconference. It’s just not the same. Fortunately, we have a sound financial position and a Board of Directors, staff,
and volunteers who are deeply committed to our mission. We’re confident that SouthWings will emerge intact on the
other side of this pandemic.
In the meantime, this report describes what we have accomplished this year and the ways we have adapted to these
challenging times. While our flight numbers are down and will likely match those of our previous lowest year, it gives us
hope to see that our long-standing work across the region continues to bear fruit, even while we are moving at a slower
pace now. Across our region, we have been able to meet nearly all of the need that our established partners have for
pilot-only flights, enabling us to continue supporting our partners’ important work while we all wait for this storm to pass.
In addition, we are heartened that the commitment of our volunteer pilots is a strong as ever. As of September 2020,
we've heard from 39 volunteers pilots who are comfortable flying pilot-only missions, and 14 who are comfortable
considering carrying passengers, even if on a very limited basis.
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APPALACHIA TO ATLANTIC
© Jake Faber, SouthWings

The A2A region spans five states, encompassing some of the most varied landscapes in the Southeast. From the scenic
Blue Ridge Mountains to the historic Sea Islands of the Lowcountry, this region includes some of the most biologically
diverse ecosystems as well as some of the fastest-growing cities in the country. Our volunteers in the A2A region support
our partners in monitoring ongoing pollution concerns from coal ash and agricultural waste, advocating for the protection of
wildlife habitat and cultural heritage sites, and educating decision-makers and the public about key issues facing
communities across the region.

North Carolina
SouthWings has carried out numerous flights in the first half of this
year. When the pandemic made it no longer an option to carry
passengers, SouthWings adapted and turned our focus to pilot only
flying to capture the aerial footage that helps our partners bring
awareness to the issues they are working on. 2020 has also brought
with it the necessity to attend virtual public hearings and town halls,
as it remains unsafe to participate in person. We are also taking this
time to firm up our foundation, strengthen and expand our network of
partners and ensure that everyone has access to the tool of flight.

Cara Schildtknecht (Waccamaw Riverkeeper) identifies a
spraying violation on her flight with Volunteer Pilot Art Falk.

In North Carolina, SouthWings flights continue to support our
Waterkeeper Alliance partners in monitoring pollution threats from
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) around the state.
The Cape Fear, Waccamaw, Yadkin, Haw, Catawba, and Broad
Riverkeepers all got at least one flight in so far in 2020, continuing
the established routine over the past year to provide continuity in
documenting violations to state regulators.
SouthWings
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A new partner was brought into this work, with a staff member
of Clean Water for North Carolina flying with the Broad
Riverkeeper to understand the impact of CAFOs on water
quality and discuss collaboration opportunities between the
two organizations to tackle this problem. Journalist John Wolfe
joined the Cape Fear Riverkeeper’s most recent flight and
released a story in the publication Encore, which described
the shocking concentration of CAFOs in the state’s coastal
plain and the importance of bringing the water pollution that
originates from them under control.

John Wolfe photographs this unlined hog lagoon within
yards of the Sound River.

Our partnership continues with the Pigeon River Gorge
Wildlife Connectivity Collaborative, who are working on
improving wildlife connectivity through the heavily-trafficked I40 corridor in the Great Smoky Mountains. SouthWings
participated in virtual meetings and strategy sessions to
collaborate with the NC-DOT on their Harmon Den Bridge
Project, which will have lasting impacts on connectivity in the
corridor.

“We had a great flight! I was checking on some sites where I had begun sampling in Brunswick and Columbus counties.

We observed a facility - not originally on our flight plan - with some spraying violations. They were spraying on fields that
were already waterlogged and there was evidence of pooling on the spray fields. We reported the issue to DEQ.”
– Cara Schildtknecht, Waccamaw RiverKeeper
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Volunteer Pilot Steve Rhode photographs
damaged piers and docks on Topsail Island
for The NC Coastal Federation.
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Volunteer Pilot Steve Rhode captures video and photos of the
entire Cape Fear River to support the efforts of The Conservation
Fund.

SouthWings supports MountainTrue in their opposition of the Nantahala National Forest’s controversial Buck Project.
SouthWings mobilized our network to provide comments on the Nantahala National Forest Plan, encouraging decision
makers to take into consideration the destruction that such a timber sale could cause to the forests of WNC.
Volunteer Pilot Peter Stauble carried out a monitoring flight for Mountain True when there was a fish kill incident in the First
Broad Watershed. Volunteer Pilot Steve Rhode completed two flights for The Conservation Fund to obtain video of the
entireties of the Cape Fear, Tar and Neuse Rivers. They hope to use this footage to advocate for the protection and
conservation of these floodplains. The NC Coastal Federation requested a flight to identify damaged piers and docks on
Topsail Island after receiving funding to remove debris from public trust waters. SouthWings continues to support our partner
The Dogwood Alliance in their opposition to the biomass industry that is destroying Southeastern forests. Standing
alongside the majority Black and Lumbee Indian community of Lumberton, NC we attended a virtual public hearing with the
NC DAQ to speak out against a pellet mill intended for that town.
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South Carolina

Melanie Ruhlman (Save Our Saluda) and Volunteer Pilot
Woody Beck prepare for their flight to monitor the Saluda
River Watershed on February 23.

SouthWings’ work in South Carolina has
continued in 2020, with Save Our Saluda’s
second flight with SouthWings monitoring
coal ash cleanup, deforestation, cover crop
usage, and water pollution concerns around
the Upstate. Queen Quet, the Chieftess of
the Gullah/Geechee Nation completed a
documentary
highlighting
the
Gullah/Geechee Fishing Association,
using several photos and information
obtained during her SouthWings flight last
year. A new partner, Audubon South
Carolina, had their first SouthWings flight
this year as they begin efforts to restore the
key nesting island of Crab Bank off the
South Carolina Coast. Volunteer Pilot Jon
Engle
is
using
precise
overhead
photogrammetry and 3D area measuring
capability to measure the actual growth of
the chain of islets in the Charleston Harbor,
as the South Carolina Department of Natural
Resources undertakes restoration of this
area.
SouthWings
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A still from Queet Quet’s 2020 documentary, “Gwine Fishin”,
taken on SouthWings flight with Volunteer Pilot Art Falk.
Credit: Queen Quet.

Volunteer Pilot Jon Engle photographs Crab Bank for Audubon
South Carolina’s habitat restoration work on the islet.

“Seeing the entire watershed from the air is very different from looking at a map and really helps to drive home the

importance of protecting what we have left. We are in one of the most rapidly developing areas of the country. Great
experience, great program, great pilots. THANK YOU!!”
– Melanie Ruhlman, Save Our Saluda
SouthWings
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Georgia

Taylor Cooper (The Brunswick News) captures evidence that this tract of
land is not a suitable location for a landfill.

“By demonstrating the breadth of the floodplain, and showing
flooding on the proposed site, we were able to better
demonstrate the hydrologic connectivity of the surface waters
at the site”
-Laura Early, Satilla Riverkeeper

SouthWings continues our work in Georgia to support
partners monitoring clean water in the state. The Satilla
Riverkeeper flew in February, concerned about the
proposed siting of a landfill within the river’s floodplain.
The state legislature had introduced a bill to ban the
construction of new landfills within three miles of the
Satilla, which coincidentally was facing a deadline for
passage before a major deadline in the legislature while
the site in question was underwater due to recent heavy
rains. Working with a journalist from Brunswick, the
Riverkeeper was able to fly and get imagery showing
clearly that the site would not be suitable for a landfill,
bringing awareness to the issue via social media and the
Brunswick News to put pressure on the legislature.
Unfortunately, the bill stalled out in the House but that
session did bring the first piece of legislation for Georgia
that addresses the threat of coal ash by closing the
loophole that encourages out-of-state dumping of coal
ash. SouthWings will continue to help partners bringing
awareness to the issue of coal ash landfills in Georgia.
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In 2020, we are witnessing a major battle for the life of
Georgia’s Okefenokee Swamp, the largest Blackwater wetland
in North America. SouthWings volunteers have flown several
flights over the years for partners trying to protect and defend
the Okefenokee. Now, Twin Pines Mining has plans to operate
an 898-acre heavy mineral sand mine adjacent to the swamp,
which will create devastating alterations in the water levels of
the swamp and affect the St. Mary’s and Suwanee Rivers,
which both originate there. SouthWings and others submitted
nearly 40,000 comments to the US Army Corps of Engineers to
oppose the mine. Awaiting the Corps permitting decision, The
Georgia River Network was alerted to the possibility that Twin
Pines may have already begun work. SouthWings’ volunteer
pilot was able to get up in the air and confirm that there was no
activity at the site. As a member of the newly formed
Okefenokee Protection Alliance, SouthWings will continue to
stand with these partners to defend the swamp.
Along with the Altamaha Riverkeeper, SouthWings is also
closely monitoring the Golden Ray cargo ship, which is still
awaiting to be cut open and removed from St. Simon’s Sound,
nearly a year after capsizing. SouthWings will be prepared to fly
and monitor the process when removal begins.

Volunteer Pilot John Cowlishaw observes no activity at the Twin
Pines mining site.
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Tennessee & West Virginia

Volunteer Pilot Scott Simonton flies reporters from the United
Methodist News Service to observe the effects of the
Mountain Valley Pipeline on the landscape of West Virginia.
Credit: Mike DuBose

While SouthWings volunteers have not flown any flights in
Tennessee or West Virginia in the first half of this year, we continue
to support our partners conservation efforts in these states. After
flying with SouthWings last year, the United Methodist New Service
published their story this year on how the Mountain Valley Pipeline
has devastated lands in West Virginia. The Atlantic Coast Pipeline, a
similar 600-mile natural gas pipeline, saw it’s end this year when,
faced with mounting legal battles and fees, Dominion and Duke
Energy decided not to move forward with the project. This pipeline,
which starts in West Virginia, has been a subject of several
SouthWings flights over the past few years and our partners seeking
restoration of the land will continue to be supported with SouthWings
flights.

“In our mission to show the impact of hydraulic fracturing, the aerial views afforded by our flight were invaluable for putting
things in context and very moving for me. Seeing the beautiful mountains of West Virginia criss-crossed by pipeline rights
of way and drilling pads was very moving for me and I hope to be able to convey this to our readers.”
-Mike DuBose, United Methodist News Service
SouthWings
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CHESAPEAKE BAY
Madison County, Virginia
Will Parson, Chesapeake Bay Program

The Chesapeake Bay Conservation Flight Program encompasses the watershed within Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,
District of Columbia and southern Pennsylvania. The area is vast and covers nearly 64,000 square miles – from mountain
stream headwaters, through ecologically rich forests and productive agricultural lands, to the mouth of the largest estuary
in the nation. Flight work reveals challenges related to water quality, climate change, and coastal resilience, energy
extraction and infrastructure, and land conservation. Now in its third year, the Chesapeake Flight Program continues to
grow with increased partnerships and flight work.

Virginia
Dogwood Alliance’s January wood pellet investigation in
northeastern North Carolina and southeastern Virginia allowed
our partners to use aerial surveillance to document fresh clear
cuts within the sourcing radius of two wood pellet manufacturing
facilities, which provide biomass fuel to overseas power plants.
By identifying these clear cuts from the air, our partners were
able to conduct on-the-ground follow-up to confirm whether
these sites have connections to the manufacturing plants. Based
on this information, another partner working on this issue, the
Southern Environmental Law Center, flew in February to
provide an aerial tour to journalists from the UK who hope to
Rita Frost observes deforestation on a flight with Volunteer
Pilot Paul Werbin. Credit: Rita Frost
share the story of this energy source’s impacts on southeastern
landscapes with the communities that use these wood pellets
overseas.
“The flight is integral to our logging investigations. We couldn't do it without SouthWings!”
– Rita Frost, Dogwood Alliance
SouthWings
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Maryland and Delaware
The Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay flew in Maryland to gather high-quality images for advocacy and communications,
particularly of cover crops and other agricultural best management practices that help to prevent water pollution. By
advocating for these systems and showing them in action, they hope that they can improve implementation of these
strategies to improve water quality in the Bay. Due to the production slow down brought on by the pandemic, the
Assateague Coastal Trust was alerted to the fact that many chicken growers have had to euthanize their flocks and
possibly were burying the remains or spreading them on their fields. Volunteer Pilot Jeremy Jacobsohn was able to get up
in the air to assess the situation and get those photographs into the right hands.

Cover Crops in Maryland. Photo courtesy Chesapeake Bay Program.

Volunteer Pilot Jeremy Jacobsohn monitors CAFOs in MD and DE.

“You captured a number of good photos that we can also use with our current state legislative effort to stop CAFOs
being built in areas that flood or will be inundated from SLR..”
- Kathy Phillips, Assateague Coastal Trust
SouthWings
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Pennsylvania
USA Today reporters hope to produce a feature on the
environmental threats facing the Susquehanna River later
this year. They conducted a test flight in February with
Volunteer Pilot Bill Kahn to gain a preliminary understanding
of the areas where they will fly later in 2020 and test
equipment. SouthWings looks forward to continuing our
partnership with the Lower Susquehanna Riverkeeper in
helping to protect the health of this important river.

"Pilot Bill Kahn was outstanding. Great guy, very
informative, very open to experimenting and learning how to
help us accomplish our goals. I look forward to working with
him in May!”
– Scott Fisher, USA Today

Test flight surveying The Susquehanna River in February. Credit: The York
Daily Record
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GULF OF MEXICO
© Virginia Richard

The Gulf region is as rich in beauty as it is in biodiversity. Encompassing prairies, marshes, swamps, hardwood forests,
and more, this region is an undervalued national treasure. Staggering environmental challenges have brought the Gulf
region to a crossroad. With threats from poorly built and maintained industrial infrastructure, sea level rise, climate change,
lax pollution enforcement, and the Mississippi River’s record-breaking time at flood-stage, trials abound. However, as
obstacles mount, so do conservation efforts. SouthWings is proud to partner with a diverse array of leaders and
organizations to lead the charge for a safer, cleaner, and more resilient Gulf region.

Louisiana
2020 started out with educational flights for Environmental
Defense Fund staff from around the country as part of a resilience
information exchange trip to Louisiana. The purpose of the
exchange was to provide an open forum for key states to share and
highlight challenges, solutions, and lessons learned around coastal
issues. It also highlighted Louisiana’s coastal resilience and
community planning efforts since Hurricane Katrina. SouthWings
also provided an educational flight for the Coalition to Restore
Coastal Louisiana’s board member and the Project Director for the
Louisiana Children’s Museum. The museum not only strives to
instill a lifelong passion for learning, but also instill the values of
stewardship and resilience in Louisiana’s future decision-makers.

Oil and gas canals exacerbate Louisiana’s coastal
land loss, turning it into an emergency. Credit: Scott
Eustis, Healthy Gulf

“It was a really unique experience and really
crystalized in my mind, the issues of land loss
and barrier island collapse.” –Jonathan
Bridgeman, CPRA
SouthWings
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Oil pollution after Hurricane Barry, during an historic flood year, near Weaks
Island. Credit: Jonathan Henderson, Vanishing Earth

“This was an incredibly helpful opportunity to see large scale sediment
diversions and the improvement to wetland systems that is possible
through this work. This type of knowledge-building simply is not possible
on the ground or on the water.”
–Paxton Ramsdell, EDF

Scott Eustis and Naomi Yoder of Healthy Gulf
pause with volunteer pilot Ken Knevel after a
successful pollution-monitoring flight.
[Note: photo taken before pandemic]
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Out of an abundance of caution for the health and safety of our
pilots and partners, after a pause in flights for a few months,
SouthWings has resumed our operations using a passenger-less
flight model. Our pilots fly alone and collect video and/or
photographic information for our partners, who continue their work
safely from the ground.
In the first half of 2020, our passenger-less flights have included
collecting information about land building and loss along the
Mississippi River for LUMCON (Louisiana Universities Marine
Consortium) scientist, Alex Kolker, as well as surveillance and
documentation of activities in Cancer Alley for Healthy Gulf.
During the flight pause at the outset of the pandemic, SouthWings
continued to pursue our mission and strengthen our commitment to
the communities we serve with initiatives that included:
• Collaborating with partner organizations to compose unified
messaging around the 10th anniversary of the British
Petroleum drilling disaster.
• Networking with grassroots and community organizations over
the promotion of the Gulf South for the Green New Deal.
• Recommitting to making the tool of flight accessible to minority
and oppressed communities who bear the brunt of
environmental racism and climate change.

Scientists study how human intervention can both promote
land building and land loss along the Mississippi River.
Credit: Ken Knevel

“An aerial view was such a powerful way to grasp
the massive scale of wetland loss in this part of
Louisiana. To be airborne and hear from an expert
about the history and ongoing efforts to restore
wetlands greatly accelerated my understanding of
the problems we face.”
-Ben Hughey, staffer for Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ)
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Alabama
Our flights in Alabama in the first half of this year revolved around holding polluters
accountable with Mobile Baykeeper and Little River Waterkeeper. At the end of
February, the Mobile River was at sixth highest in recorded history. We very quickly put
together a flight for Mobile Baykeeper to survey potentially impacted coal ash
impoundments along the river. Alabama houses massive amount of toxic coal ash
along its waterways, and flooding is known to exacerbate the heavy metal pollution
that it already causes in local soil and water.

SouthWings and Black Warrior Riverkeeper monitor
the dewatering of a coal ash impoundment.

Similarly, logging and sedimentation also pose risks to the health of Alabama’s
watersheds. In early March, we flew Little River Waterkeeper’s Executive Director, to
investigate sedimentation pollution from logging and development along the river’s
corridors. The flight also supported LRW’s work to nominate Little River as a National
Wild and Scenic River, which would afford it greater protections.

Credit: Nelson Brooke

“It was incredible experience. Very awe-inspiring. I work from the landscape a lot in my work but this was a whole new

perspective and way of understanding our human impact on the environment. The proximity to the land in the small plane
was also an amazing experience. We were just low enough to still pick out individual trees. I was struck by the beauty of
– Hannah Chalew, artist
our planet.”
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Mississippi & Florida
Due in part to the pandemic, SouthWings did
not have any flights in Mississippi or Florida
during the first half of 2020. However, we have
taken this time to strengthen our networks and
revitalize our commitment to making the tool
of flight available to all, especially oppressed
and marginalized communities.

A shoreline protection project in progress at Point Clear.
Credit: Scott Eustis

“Seeing the landscape from above was invaluable and gives the viewer
of my photos a totally different perspective.”

We are actively connecting with communities
and organizations tackling issues of pollution,
public health and environmental justice, and
will continue to work to arrange flights in
support of their work.

-Drew Angerer, Getty Images
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